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ABSTRACT

The name Heinrich Graetz (1817^1891) is synonymous with the writing of Jewish history, and the
immense popularity of his Geschichte derJuden (‘History of theJews’,11volumes) has donemuch to shape
the way theJewish past is understood byJews and by scholars.Yet the contents of Graetz’s books offer
much more than a narration of the Jewish past; in much of the second half of the final volume, his
words come far closer to sociopolitical commentary than to outright history. This article examines
Graetz’s discussions of the generation of Jewish scholars and communal leaders that immediately
preceded his own. The Graetz who wrote about the leading Jews of the 1830s and 1840s from the
vantage point of the 1860s was not always the same person as the one who had met those men twenty
or thirty years earlier. Comparing Graetz’s youthful diary and letters with his words inVolume11can
reveal startling shifts in values and compassion.They can also show that, on the other hand, much of
what motivated Graetz remained stable across his life. My aim in this article is, therefore, to use
Volume11as the basis for an analysis of Graetz’s developing scholarly personae, to reveal his evolution
as a historian of, but also aparticipant in, a seminal period in German-Jewish history.

The name Heinrich Graetz (1817^1891) is synonymous with the writing of Jewish
history, and the immense popularity of his Geschichte derJuden (‘History of theJews’,
11 volumes) has done much to shape the way the Jewish past is understood by Jews
and by scholars.1 ‘It is not di⁄cult’, notes Reuven Michael,‘to list a large number of

1Heinrich Graetz, Geschichte derJuden von den a« ltesten Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart: Aus der Quellen neu bearbeitet,
vols. I-XI, Leipzig 1853^1875. English quotations are taken from the ¢rst complete American edition:
Heinrich Graetz, History of theJews, vols. I^VI, trans. Bella Lo« wy et al., Philadelphia 1891. Corresponding
page numbers from the 1870 German edition of Volume 11 are given in parentheses following the English
citation. For introductions to Graetz and his work, see Kerstin von der Krone and Mirjam Thulin,
‘Wissenschaft in Context: A Research Essay on theWissenschaft des Judentums’, in LBI Year Book, vol. 58
(2013), pp. 249^80, esp. 262^265; Michael A. Meyer, ‘From Combat to Convergence: The Relationship
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Jewish personalities for whom theHistory of theJews is a turning point in their lives’.2

A list of Graetz’s disciplesçand detractorsçwould include the great historians of
Jewish history in subsequent generations (Simon Dubnow, Salo W. Baron, and
Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi); the many scholars of Judaism who have devoted their
careers to the pursuit of Wissenschaft des Judentums and its sister ¢elds inside and
outside the academy; and the thousands of ordinary families who purchased and
consulted Graetz’s magnum opus, in numerous translations, across the world.3 As
a master of sources, a storyteller, and an interpreter of the past, Graetz’s
achievements remain profound.

Yet within the academic study of Jewish history, the arguments against Graetz’s
conclusions have been equally signi¢cant. Encapsulated in Salo W. Baron’s
summation of Graetz’s work as ‘the lachrymose conception of Jewish history’, many
have dissented from what they perceived as Graetz’s tendency to narrate the story of
the Jewish people through successive events of tragedy and sadness. Baron himself
spent much of his career (and eighteen volumes of his own A Social and Religious
History of theJews,1952^1983) ¢ghting this tragic image of theJewish past, and within
academic scholarship Graetz’s vision of Jewish history has been mostly superseded.4

(This is less true of popular culture.) But as a man of his era, Graetz’s life and context
remain of fundamental interest and deep importance for understanding the shifting
social, intellectual, and political currents of nineteenth-century Wissenschaft des
Judentums andJewish religious reform in German-speaking central Europe.

The following pages analyseVolume11of theHistory of theJews, entitled Geschichte
der Juden vom Beginn der Mendelsohn’schen Zeit (1750) bis in die neuste Zeit (1848)
(‘History of theJews from the beginning of the Mendelssohnian age [1750] until the
present times [1848]’), which appeared in 1870. Speci¢cally, this article examines
Graetz’s discussions of the generation of Jewish scholars and communal leaders
that immediately preceded his own, comparing Graetz’s youthful diary entries
concerning his early meetings with or thoughts about these men with his
descriptions in Volume 11 of their lives and works. Making such a comparison,
I argue, can reveal important shifts in Graetz’s values and compassion, as well as
provide some new insights into the opinions on reform and modernism held by

Between Heinrich Graetz and AbrahamGeiger’, in BrianM. Smollett (ed.), Reappraisals andNew Studies
of the Modern Jewish Experience, Leiden 2014, pp. 145^161; Marcus Pyka, Ju« dische Identita« t bei Heinrich
Graetz, Go« ttingen 2009; Michael Brenner, Prophets of the Past, trans. Steven Rendall, Princeton 2010, pp.
53^91; Reuven Michael, Hainrikh Grets: Ha-historyon shel ha-am ha-yehudi, Jerusalem 2003 (Hebrew);
Ismar Schorsch, FromText to Context:TheTurn to History in ModernJudaism, Hanover 1994, pp. 266^302;
Jean-Marie Delmaire, ‘Re¤ volutions, tournants de l’histoire et messianisme chez Heinrich Graetz et
Moses Hess’, in Germanica, 6 (1989), pp. 27^41.

2 ‘Es fa« llt nicht schwer eine gro!e Reihe von ju« dischen Perso« nlichkeiten aufzuza« hlen, fu« r die die
‘Geschichte der Juden’ ein Wendepunkt in ihrem Leben bedeute.’ Heinrich Graetz, Tagebuch und
Briefe, ed. Reuven Michael, Tu« bingen 1977, p. v. This edition of the ‘Diary and Letters’ will be the
main source for these materials throughout this article.

3For an account of the early German readership of Graetz’s History, see Nils H. Roemer, Jewish
Scholarship and Culture in Nineteenth-Century Germany, Madison 2005, pp. 71^78.

4On Baron’s career, see Ismar Schorsch, ‘The Last Jewish Generalist’, in AJS Review, 18, no. 1 (1993),
pp. 39^50.
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lesser-known ¢gures in nineteenth-century German Jewry. The Graetz who wrote
about the leading German Jews of the 1830s and 1840s from the vantage point of
the 1860s was not always the same man as the one who had met those ¢gures
twenty or thirty years earlier. My aim in this article, therefore, is to use Graetz’s
diary, letters, and Volume 11 as the basis for an analysis of Graetz’s developing
intellectual personae within the broader context of his interactions with other
leading German Jews, and thereby not only to reveal the growth of his personal
identity as an historian but also to uncover the evolving set of values that he and
his contemporaries were instantiating in their modernization of Jewish religious
practice and scholarship.

This article focuses on characters inVolume11on whom less work has been done
apropos their relationship with Graetz. I do not, for example, comment (except in
passing) on Zacharias Frankel, Leopold Zunz, or Abraham Geiger.5 I likewise do
not take up in detail the relationship of Graetz to Samson Raphael Hirsch,
although this choice should not be interpreted as downplaying the signi¢cance of
their interactions. On the contrary, Graetz’s diary is brimming with references to
Hirsch (to whom Graetz refers by his pen name, Ben Usiel or BU), and it is to
Hirsch that Graetz owed much by way of both intellectual mentorship and
personal support. Still, it seems to me unlikely that a close reading of Graetz’s
diary would provide any greater insight into the Hirsch^Graetz connection than
Marcus Pyka has already provided.6 Instead, the following pages discuss
(respectively): Isaac Bernays, Gotthold Salomon, Akiba Eger, SolomonJudah Leib
Rapoport, Michael Sachs, Isaac Noah Mannheimer, and Isaak Markus Jost. It is
through these lesser-known thinkers and communal leaders that we can gain a
deeper understanding into the sort of historian Graetz imagined himself to be, and
the vision he held for the world of Wissenschaft des Judentums, Jewish religious
reform, and (more broadly) modern German-Jewish culture.

GRAETZ AND THE POLITICS OF VOLUME11

Heinrich Graetz was born in Xions (nowKsia" _zWielkopolski), in the Grand Duchy
of Posen, a then newly acquired province of Prussia, on 31 October 1817. He
received his primary education at Jewish schools in Zerkov (now _Zerko¤ w) and
Wolstein (nowWolsztyn), both in Posen, before attending the University of Breslau
(nowWroclaw), in Lower Silesia. (All these locations are today in Poland.) Barred
from receiving a doctorate in Breslau on account of his Jewish heritage, he spent
the next decade living in various parts of the German lands, during which time he
also received a doctorate from the University of Jena. In 1845 he returned to
Breslau to teach at the city’s Orthodox school. Between1848 and1853 he wrote and

5For Frankel^Graetz, see Schorsch, From Text to Context; for Zunz^Graetz, see idem, Leopold Zunz:
Creativity in Adversity, Philadelphia 2016; for Geiger^Graetz, see Susannah Heschel, Abraham Geiger
and theJewishJesus, Chicago 1998; and Meyer,‘From Combat to Convergence’.

6Pyka, Ju« dische Identita« t, especially pp. 48^64; and Meyer,‘From Combat to Convergence’.
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taught in Lundenburg (now Br› eclav) and in Berlin, after which he again settled,
this time permanently, in Breslau. There he took up, ¢rst, a position at the new
rabbinical seminary, and then, jointly, positions at the seminary and the
University, where in 1869 he was given the title of Extraordinary Honorary
Professor. He lived in the capital of Silesia until his death on 7 September1891.7

Graetz’s early years tell us a great deal about the social life of young Jewish
scholars in the middle decades of the nineteenth century. The German-speaking
world before 1870 was a patchwork of politically diverse semi-autonomous city
states, principalities, and kingdoms, with variously restrictive and liberal laws
concerning the welfare and rights of their respective Jewish communities. Yet
across Europe, and especially after the continent-wide revolutions of 1848, the
winds of liberalism were gusting strongly, and when at the very beginning of the
1850s Graetz began to compose his History of theJews, it appeared to him that the
fundamental right of Europe’s Jews to be treated as equal citizens was on its way to
fruition.

The general agreement among the leading members of the German-Jewish
community as to their incipient widespread acceptance into broader European
civilization masked a very di¡erent, and perhaps far more di⁄cult, question
within Jewish society itself, this one about the importance of traditional religious
practice and the possibilities for religious reform in the modern era. On this
issueçwithin which there were many camps, few agreements, and growing
resentmentsçGraetz, from an early age, thrust himself into the melee with great
energy. As much of this article will demonstrate, throughout his life Graetz
described and judged his predecessors and peers along the lines of religious
politics. Yet Graetz was, in many ways, as representative of these internal
communal con£icts as he was unique in his vociferous engagement with them.
Breslau, where Graetz lived for most of the writing of the History, played host to
many raucous disputes as liberal reformers gained social and political power.8

Writing about the Breslau community, Till van Rahden notes, ‘The size of the
community, the varied, extensive community life, the possibilities for studying at
the university, and the major Jewish theological seminary made [the city] a
magnet during the great Jewish migration of the nineteenth and early twentieth

7A brief summary of Graetz’s life, works, and politics can be found in SaloW. Baron, History andJewish
Historians, Arthur Hertzberg and Leon A. Feldman (eds.), Philadelphia 1964, pp. 263^269.

8Breslau’s traditional (Orthodox) rabbis, SolomonTiktin (d. 1843) and his son Gedaliah (1810^1886),
waged a long battle against Abraham Geiger (1810^1874), one of the chief architects of Reform belief
and practice. In 1854, when Zacharias Frankel (1801^1875) became head of the new rabbinical
seminary in Breslau dedicated both to tradition and scholarship, he, too, refused to sanction
Reformist ideology, rejecting Geiger’s request for a teaching position even after Geiger had
vigorously campaigned for the institution’s founding. Yet after Geiger left the Oder city in 1863 (for
Frankfurt am Main) and was replaced by Manuel Jo« el (1826^1890), Tiktin and Frankel both became
more amenable to the e¡orts of the moderate reforms, and the three main institutions of Breslau
Judaismçthe Orthodox at theWhite Stork Synagogue; the liberals at the New Synagogue; and the
JewishTheological Seminaryçcohabited with remarkable success.
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centuries.’9 The Silesian capital was, in other words, a focal point for the diversity
and con£icting visions of Jewish life in German-speaking central Europe, and
Graetz played an active intellectual and social role in the new urbanJewish milieu.

It was in the midst of cosmopolitan Breslau that Graetz composed the later
volumes of the History of theJews (includingVolume 11), and it is when we compare
that setting with his youthful peregrinations that we can best understand the
formations and developments of Graetz’s opinions and conclusions. The second
half of Volume 11 describes events in the Jewish world in the early nineteenth
century, discussing dozens of characters whose lives overlapped with Graetz’s own,
and whom, in many cases, Graetz met while travelling and teaching after
graduating from Breslau University. Though the narrative of Volume 11 o⁄cially
ends in 1848 (when Graetz was thirty-one years old), it contains within its pages
the thoughts and opinions of at least two quite di¡erent periods in Graetz’s life: his
younger self, living through the 1830s and 1840s as a university graduate, itinerant
upstart intellectual, defender of Orthodoxy, and student of Samson Raphael
Hirsch and Michael Sachs; and his older self, settled into a respectable teaching
profession, a proli¢c and widely cited scholar, and a more moderate but still
religious practitioner. As Steven Shapin writes, ‘while the irrelevance of the
personal in scienti¢c knowledge-making has been vigorously asserted since the
seventeenth century, familiar people and their virtues have always been pertinent
to the making, maintenance, transmission, and authority of knowledge [. . .] One
could say that the related resources of personal virtue, familiarity, and charisma
are neglected aspects of [our study of history] and that they survive in more vigor than
some theorists [and historians] allow.’10 Because Graetz wrote Volume 11 only in
the late 1860s, his two identities are mixed within its pages, adding a strong
element of personal feeling, biography, and anecdote to the detailed historical
narrative.

Many readers of Graetz’s History, both scholarly and popular, have long noted a
clear tonal shift between Volume 11 and its preceding companions.11 Graetz’s
German publisher, the Institut fu« r die Fo« rderung ju« discher Literatur (Institute for the
Promotion of Jewish Literature; Leipzig), edited by Ludwig Philippson, Adolf
Jellinek, and Isaak Markus Jost, refused to publishVolume 11, and the American
edition received highly critical reviews.12 In the Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums
(which he also edited), Philippson addressed the reasons the Institute decided not

9Till von Rahden, Jews and Other Germans: Civil Society, Religious Diversity, and Urban Politics in Breslau,
1860^1925, trans. Marcus Brainard, Madison 2008, p. 17.

10Steven Shapin,The Scienti¢c Life: A Moral History of a Late Modern Vocation, Chicago 2008, p. 4. All
emphasis in the original. Herman J. Paul calls these aspects ‘the personae of the historian’. See
Herman Paul, ‘What is a Scholarly Persona?: Ten Theses onVirtues, Skills, and Desires’, in History
andTheory 53 (2014), pp. 348^371.

11Though technically the ¢nal book in the History of the Jews, Volume 11 was not the last that Graetz
wrote. He held o¡ completing Volumes 1 and 2, on biblical Israel, until after his trip to Ottoman
Palestine in 1872. A comprehensive publication history of the History of theJews is provided in Pyka,
Ju« dische Identita« t, pp. 280^281.

12For the importance of the Institut fu« r die Fo« rderung ju« discher Literatur in disseminating works of Jewish
history and scholarship to a popular reading audience, see Roemer, Jewish Scholarship, pp. 73¡.
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to publish the work.The Institute, Philippson noted, had been deeply supportive of
Graetz’s scholarship until this point.13 Yet, Philippson went on, this latest volume of
the History was simply not the work of ‘Wissenschaft’ that the Institute expected.
Had Graetz, in his writing, kept to one political or social position, one historical
viewpoint, that would have been acceptable. But (among other problems) he did
not. Philippson noted:

Dr. Graetz, in his earlier volumes, never held abasic position. On the one hand, he often
intervenes in Orthodoxy, but on the other hand he brings [to it] the hardest blows. If,
in recent times, he has placed himself wholly upon the standpoint of Orthodoxy, and of
theOrthodoxie militans, it was to be presupposed that at least in the book which appeared
this year he would adhere to this position.14

The turning point in the refusal of the Institute to publish Volume 11, concluded
Philippson, was that Graetz would not allow the Institute’s editors a free hand in
reworking the manuscript.15 There were simply too many inconsistencies and
personal idiosyncrasies, too much that did not comport with the Institute’s vision
‘that a large part of the works (Werke) to be delivered [by it] would be historical
studies (geschichtlichen Arbeiten)’.16

Philippson’s critique of Volume 11, especially his note that the Institute sought to
mainly publish ‘historical studies’, and Steven Shapin’s suggestion that ‘people and
their virtues have always been pertinent to the making, maintenance, transmission,
and authority of knowledge’ are important for understanding why it is useful to
examine the diary and letters when analysing this portion of the History.We can
gain important insights into both Graetz-as-historian and Graetz-as-man-of-his-
era through an analysis of the personal viewpoints expressed by Graetz in both his

13 ‘Vom Beginne des Institutes an (im Mai 1855) waren die Gru« nder und Leiter des Institutes. . .der
Ansicht, da! ein gro!er Theil der zu lieferndenWerke in geschichtlichen Arbeiten bestehen werde
und mu« sse. . .So wurde das Werk des Dr. Gra« tz, welches sonst schwerlich ha« tte fortgesetzt werden
ko« nnen, durch das Institut herausgegeben und verbreitet. . .’ Ludwig Philippson, ‘Vom lnstitut zur
Fo« rderung israelitischer Literatur: Eine Erkla« rung’, in Allgemeine Zeitung desJudentums, 20 (1869), pp.
387^389, here p. 387.

14 ‘Dr. Graetz hielt in seinen fru« heren Ba« nden niemals eine prinzipielle Stellung fest; auf der einen Seite
tritt er o« fter fu« r die Orthodoxie ein, versetzt ihr aber auf der na« chsten Seite die ha« rtesten Schla« ge.
Wenn er sich nun in der allerju« ngsten Zeit ganz und gar auf den Standpunkt der Orthodoxie, und
zwar der Orthodoxia militans gestellt hat, so mu!te vorausgesetzt werden, da! er wenigstens in dem,
dieses Jahr erscheinenden Buche, diesen Standpunkt einhalten werde.’ Ibid., pp. 388^389. All
emphasis in the original.

15 Ibid., p. 389.
16 ‘[D]a! ein gro!er Theil der zu liefernden Werke in geschichtlichen Arbeiten bestehen werde und
mu« sse.’ Ibid., p. 387. In a rejoinder to Philippson, Graetz wrote: ‘Weil ich auch geschichtliche Tra« ger
der Orthodoxie nicht verschont habe, wo sie es nicht verdient haben, darum ha« tte ich
Schwenkungen gezeigt? çIch betrachte die Geschichte und ganz besonders die Geschichte des
ju« dischen Volkes, als von Gottes Vorsehung geleitet, die sich der Menschen, der Bo« sen, wie der
Guten, der Eitlen wie der Bescheidenen bedient, um ihr Werk zu vollbringen. Die einzelnen
Menschen, wenn sie sich auch noch so welthistorisch geberden, verrinnen in dem Flu! der
Begebenheiten. In der Geschichte erscheint dasWort des Propheten bewa« hrt: ‘‘Alle Creatur ist Gras
und alle ihre Liebe wie die Blumen des Feldes’’’. Idem,‘Gegenerkla« rung gegen die Erkla« rung des Dr.
Philippson’, in Monatsschrift fu« r Geschichte undWissenschaft desJudentums, 18 (1869), pp. 284^286, here p.
286.
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early and later writings, especially those pertaining to key ¢gures in the circle of
earlyWissenschaft desJudentums and theTemple Reformers. Reuven Michael, in the
Foreword to his edited volume of Graetz’sTagebuch und Briefe (‘Diary and Letters’),
writes:

There is an open expression of religious doubt and moral dilemma [in the pages of the
diary], as only an intimate diary can provide, [and] re£ections on the fate of one’s own
peopleçwhich from time to time raise [its opinions] above the mediocrity of everyday
lifeç[and that provide the material] from which a worldview slowly develops, [and]
which can be decisive for [understanding] his later literary and scienti¢c
[wissenschaftlichen] activity.17

Graetz’s descriptions, plaudits, and attacks on his contemporaries, both in the diary
and Volume 11, ¢nd their origins in a number of di¡erent, often competing,
political and historical urges. As Philippson noted, at no other point in the History
did Graetz feel quite the same urge to insert his own partisan politics (at least with
such vigour) into the pages of his books. First, Graetz, as Michael Brenner
describes, was a relentless opponent of the most liberal reformers, and this
political^intellectual position directs most of his descriptions of the key characters
in that movement.18 Second, as Marcus Pyka has written, Graetz’s own insecure
position within the larger German-Jewish intellectual world resulted in a series of
hybrid identities, especially in terms of his religiosity, but likewise in his views on
such issues as nationalism, masculinity, and the nature of historical inquiry.19

Third, as Ismar Schorsch explains, Graetz was a key ¢gure not only in the
foundations of theWissenschaft desJudentums movement but also in its widespread
acceptance and appreciation across the Jewish (and non-Jewish) ideological
spectrum, and at no point in his life did he feel as if the struggle to secure the
legitimacy of Jewish scholarship had been completed.20 Finally, as the diary quite
strikingly reveals, Graetz was not immune to the idiosyncrasies of personal
charisma, ¢nding mentorship in traditional (neo-Orthodox) leaders like Hirsch
and Sachs on the one hand, while enjoying the company of liberal community
rabbis like Isaac Noah Mannheimer on the other. All these various and competing
urges found an outlet inVolume 11. It was not obvious to Graetzçor to any of his
contemporariesçthat the values or beliefs they were espousing about the study of
theJewish past would ¢nd a place in theJewish cultural world of modern Germany
that was rising up around them. Graetz’s opinions and analyses in Volume 11,
therefore, should be viewed through an ever-shifting combination of these lenses,

17 ‘Da gibt es so o¡en ausgesprochene Glaubenszweifel und Gewissensno« te, wie sie nur ein intimes
Tagebuch zula« !t, Re£exionen u« ber das Schicksal des eigenenVolkes, die ihn von Zeit zu Zeit u« ber
die Mittelma« !igkeiten des Alltags erheben, aus denen sich dann langsam eine Weltanschauung
entwickelt, die fu« r die Tendenz seiner spa« teren literarischen und wissenschaftlichen Ta« tigkeit
entscheidend werden sollte’. Graetz,Tagebuch, p. vi.

18See Brenner, Prophets of the Past, pp. 57^60.
19Pyka, Ju« dische Identita« t.
20See Schorsch, FromText to Context, pp. 266^302.
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and doing so is what makes that book such a peculiar and rich source for historical
investigation.

PASSIONS OF YOUTH: HAMBURG REFLECTIONS ON ISAAC BERNAYS
AND GOTTHOLD SALOMON

Inthe decades leading up to the1848 revolutions, Isaac Bernays (1792^1849) was one
of the leading intellectual and rabbinical ¢gures in Germany and the chief
Ashkenazi rabbi of the northern German city of Hamburg.21 An industrial and
port town, Hamburg was at the time home to somewhere around seven or eight
thousandJews.22 In1818, before the appointment of Bernays, a portion of theJewish
community established a Reform Temple on the Berlin model and engaged the
preacher Gotthold Salomon (1784^1862) as its rabbi.23 Though roundly
condemned by the city’s Jewish elite, as well as by rabbis across the German-
speaking world, the Temple achieved varied levels of success in attracting a
congregation and forwarding a new vision of Judaism. In1821, three years after the
founding of the Temple, the (non-Reform) communal leaders elected Bernays as
their chief rabbi.

Bernays, a native of the Rhineland city of Mainz, was a traditionally and
secularly educated rabbi of moderate Orthodox views. Ismar Schorschwrites:

In the person of Bernays [the Ashkenazi community in Hamburg] found a man whose
training foreshadowed the future. Beyond the customary halakhic [legal]
expertise. . .[Bernays] had acquired a rare mastery of the entire range of Jewish
literature. Even rarer for this early period, he had attended the universities in
Wu« rzburg and Munich, without completing the doctorate, attaining a level of secular
knowledge which a Christian professor of theology at Munich, who recommended him
to Hamburg, claimed he had on occasion seen in a Christian but never in aJew.24

In response to the reforms already taking place in the HamburgTemple, but also as
part of a larger (though still nascent) movement to modernize Jewish prayer and
education evenwithin more traditional circles, Bernays quickly set about upending
many of the Hamburg community’s established customs. He reformed theTalmud

21On Bernays, see: Rivka Horwitz,‘On Kabbala and Myth in 19th Century Germany: Isaac Bernays’,
in Proceedings of the American Academy for Jewish Research, 59 (1993), pp. 137^183; Stephen M. Poppel,
‘The Politics of Religious Leadership: The Rabbinate in Nineteenth-Century Hamburg’, in LBI Year
Book, vol. 28 (1983), pp. 439^470; Isaac Heinemann,‘The Relationship between S. R. Hirsch and his
Teacher Isaac Bernays’, in Zion (1951), pp. 44^90 (Hebrew); and Hans Israel Bach, ‘Isaac Bernays’, in
Monatsschrift fu« r Geschichte undWissenschaft desJudentums, 83 (1939), pp. 533^547.

22See Helga Krohn, DieJuden in Hamburg 1800^1850, Frankfurt am Main 1967.
23On Salomon, see: Pho« bus Philippson, Biographische Skizzen: Moses Philippson - Joseph Wolf - Gotthold
Salomon, Dessau 2007; Francesco Tomasoni, Modernity and the Final Aim of History: The Debate over
Judaism from Kant to the Young Hegelians, Dordrecht 2003, pp. 167^217; and Philip W. Ja¡a, Gotthold
Salomon as a Preacher, Hebrew Union College 1928 (thesis).

24Schorsch, From Text to Context, p. 11. See also Poppel, pp. 439^470. Poppel writes similarly: ‘In the
board’s view Bernays appeared as living proof that the virtues of two mençtraditional Talmudist
and modern intellectualçcould be combined in one.’ Idem, p. 453.
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Torah (the Jewish school for children), introducing history, geography, and natural
science alongside the established curriculum of Hebrew and mathematics.25 For
adults, he began preaching in German during the weekly Sabbath service
(a requirement speci¢ed in his contract), the ¢rst traditional rabbi to accept a
change of this sort in a major city; it was a forum he used to speak widely about the
Jewish textual and theological tradition.

Bernays was not an ideologue.Though he disagreedwith the leaders of the Reform
Temple, Hamburg’s was a small community.26 Bernays’s vision was to establish a
form of traditional (‘Orthodox’) Judaism that made space for modern educational
and intellectual advances without renouncing (or simply forgetting) the
contributions of Jewish civilization to the world. This meant that Bernays would
tolerate the Reform community in the city, working with them when he could, but
organizing an alternative educational, liturgical, and social vision of modern
Judaism to oppose them. Instead of outright political battle, Bernays gambled that a
historicized and contextualized traditional Judaism would outlive (what were in his
mind) the ultimately overly Christianizing changes of theTemple.27

Bernays’s form of opposition to theReform did not sit well with the youngGraetz,
for whom the Reform posed an existential threat to the value and endurance of
Judaism in German modernity.28 In the summer of 1839 Graetz, at the time living
with Samson Raphael Hirsch (and one of Bernays’s former pupils) in Oldenburg,
made a trip to Hamburg, visiting both Bernays and Salomon.29 ‘Yesterday what
I saw in Altona [a Jewish neighborhood in northwest Hamburg] was a true
contrast to Hamburg [centre]. . .[Bernays] is a long gaunt man who is not worth
his bread. He loves the dolce fare nienti [sweet nothings]! Receives 6000M.
annually.’30 These are harsh words, having little to do with Bernays as an

25See Ursula Randt, DieTalmudTora Schule in Hamburg 1805 bis 1942, Hamburg 2005.
26As Schorsch also notes, in Bernays’s contract he was ‘speci¢cally forbidden to rebuke, deprive of
charity, or punish any native or foreign Jew for religious transgressions’. Idem, FromText to Context,
pp. 11^12.

27Though its authorship remains somewhat of an historical mystery, Bernays is often credited with
writing a large tome on the Near Eastern origins of the Hebrew scriptures. The volume was
published anonymously, under the title of Der Bibel’sche Orient: Eine Zeitschrift in Zwanglosen Heften
(Munich 1821). For an extended discussion of this book, see Hans Bach, ‘Der Bibel’sche Orient und sein
Verfasser’, in Zeitschrift fu« r die Geschichte derJuden in Deutschland, 12 (1937), pp. 14^45.

28Brenner writes: ‘Graetz conducted a passionate battle against the Reform movement, which he
perceived as a phenomenon of Judaism’s growing weakness.’ Idem, Prophets, p. 57.

29See Heinemann, pp. 44^90. (Hebrew)
30Graetz,Tagebuch, p. 83.‘Gestern war ich in Altona, ein wahrer Konrast von Hamburg. M. Landsberg
war recht freundlich gegen mich. Ebenso Elias, B.U. Schwagerçrecht herzlichçsie ist wieder
hirschich, d. h. gut, aber verletzend im Guten. Der <kj ein langer hagerer Mann, der das Brod
nicht werth ist, das er i!t. Er liebt das dolce fare nienti! Beko« mmt dafu« r 6000M. ja« hrlich.’
Poppel has a lengthy discussion of Bernays’s salary, noting that ‘the board was convinced that

Bernays was their man, and they were willing, as their contract negotiations demonstrated, to go to
considerable lengths to secure his services. . . . Taking into account also the additional responsibility
that Bernays was to assume as director of the community’s educational institutions, the board
accordingly set Bernays’s total annual salary at 6,000 Marks, with 1,500 Marks of this amount being
nominally assigned as commutation for emoluments. . . . However labelled, this 6,000 Marks was
unquestionably a handsome sum.’ Idem, pp. 453^454. It is unclear how Graetz learned of Bernays’s
exact salary.
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intellectual or communal leader. Graetz provides no further remarks on why he
thought these things of Bernays, and they are certainly less generous than one
might expect from aman living in Hirsch’s house.

This diary entry, however, records a youthful impression that did not survive
Graetz’s later intellectual encounter with Bernays’s life and work. By the late 1860s,
Graetz had reversed his opinion on nearly every count, praising Bernays as a
leader in the ¢ght against the Reform and as a scholar whose work sought to place
Judaism into world history. InVolume11, Graetz wrote:

Isaac Bernays . . . was the man who intelligently opposed the prevailing £accidity of
semi-enlightened reform and thought . . . Bernays’s mind, with its over£owing wealth of
ideas, found in all phenomena the harmonious systematization and development of a
fundamental thought . . . Bernays, much profounder than [Moses] Mendelssohn [1729^
1786], was the ¢rst to recognize the important role of Judaism in the history of the
world, and at a glance to measure the range of its literature. . . . [Bernays’s] book
contains many immature and unpolished ideas, much that borders on the ridiculous.
But if the author only succeeded in awakening the idea that Judaism has an historical
mission as an apostle to the nations, it should su⁄ce to procure for him a place of honor
in the records of Jewish history.31

Clearly, at the age of twenty-two Graetz could not see in Bernays any of the
characteristics he later came to appreciate. The man who wrote that diary entry
could no more imagine becoming the greatest nineteenth-century historian of
Judaism than he could recognize the importance of a manwho expressedJudaism’s
essence as being that of an ‘apostle to the nations’ (Apostelamt fu« r dieVolker).32 Even in
Volume 11, however, Graetz’s words held back ultimate praiseçthough we might
attribute some of that to Graetz’s personal stake in wanting to claim the supreme
position in the interpretation of the Jewish past. (We will see something similar in
Graetz’s discussions of Isaak MarkusJost further below.)

From Volume 11 we also learn one other aspect of Bernays’s character later
celebrated by Graetz (and the same one accentuated by Schorsch and Poppel): his
education.‘[Bernays] also delivered sermons, but. . .[o]wing to his peculiar mode
of thought, his addresses were not understood by the multitude; but thoughtful
hearers at least conceded to him the merit of originality, which contrasted
favorably with the insipidity of the Temple preachers.’33 At their meeting in 1839,
being educated at a German university was still unusual among the generation of
traditional-minded rabbis then presiding over central European Jewish
communities. The heroes of Hirsch’s houseçAkiba Eger and Moses Soferçhad
either been denied access to or outright eschewed the non-yeshiva university
system. By the 1860s, when Graetz was writing, a university education had become
not just the norm but de jure for rabbis in the German orbit. Bernays was di¡erent.
As a rabbi and scholar he did not conceal his secular learning, and that was

31Graetz, History, vol. 5, p. 574¡ (vol. XI, p. 428¡).
32On Bernays’s contributions to the history of Kabbalah, see Horwitz, pp. 137^183. Horwitz also has a
detailed discussion on the authorship of Der Bibel’sche Orient (pp. 139^157).

33Graetz, History,Vol. 5, p. 577 (vol. XI, p. 432).
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something for which Graetz rewarded him in hisHistory. Finally, as Rivka Horwitz
argues persuasively, there was a strong intellectual overlap between Hirsch and
Bernays, especially during the period when Hirsch was composing his Nineteen
Letters (1836), which was just before Graetz came to live with him.34 It therefore
remains surprising that Graetz had such a negative ¢rst impression of Bernays, but
goes some way towards explaining Graetz’s subsequent reappraisal of Bernays’s
e¡orts and scholarship. As Graetz moved closer to Bernays in his accommodation
of (moderate) liberal reforms, and more involved in the creation of a Jewish
scholarly tradition, Bernays’s contributions took on greater value, and Graetz’s ¢rst
impression became merely a youthful insensitivity. (The diary may also record
more than a little wealth-envy by a poor itinerant student from rural Posen.)

As can be seen in the ¢nal line of the above quote from Volume 11 (‘which
contrasted favorably with the insipidity of the Temple preachers’), Graetz never
gained a respect for many of the rabbis in the early Hamburg or Berlin Temple
circlesçand certainly, it appears, never for Gotthold Salomon. In a cringe-
inducing ethnographic scene from that 1839 trip to Hamburg, Graetz paints an
image of himself in all youth’s righteous indignation. It was a Sabbath day,
1 August 1839. ‘In the Temple. Quite un-Jewish, the ensemble of worship. Dr.
Salomon preached, quite absurd and [read] directly o¡ the page. I thanked God
I could get away at [musaf: the ¢nal service of Sabbath morning prayers].’35 Even if
one has never been in exactly this situation, the scene is easily imaginable. Graetz,
two months from his twenty-second birthday, goes to see the famed Reform
community, which is about as old as he is. He cannot believe what he is witnessing.
This certainly feels nothing like the Judaism he practices in Oldenburg with
Hirsch. Still ¢nding his way, he is unimpressed (to say the least) with Salomon’s
sermon or its delivery. He leaves before morning prayers have even concluded.

Graetz’s boredomçand horrorçat his experience in the Hamburg Temple
stayed with him a long time. In his History, Graetz would have this to say about
Gotthold Salomon:

On the one hand, [Salomon] invested the [Hamburg] Templewith Protestant attributes,
and on the other, by reason of his conceit and ostentation, he gave it an aggressive
character. With Salomon the in£uence of the preacher among German Jews
commenced; the pulpit took the place of the school, and from it there often resounded
the hollow phrases which conceal thought, or the lack of thought.36

Unkind words, but di¡erent only in style from his diary entry thirty-one years
before. Graetz’s enduring antipathy towards the Reform is well documented.37

Yet it bears noting here (in anticipation of our discussion further below) that in

34Horwitz, p. 159¡.
35Graetz,Tagebuch, p. 84. ‘Im tempel. Recht abschreckend unju« disch das ensemble des Gottesdienstes.
Dr. Salomon predigte, recht abgeschmackt und vom Blatte. Ich dankte Gott, da! ich zu @swm
herausgehen konnte.’

36Graetz, History, vol. 5, p. 564 (vol. XI, p. 417).
37See Brenner, Prophets, p. 57¡.
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many ways, Salomon and Isaac NoahMannheimer (Chief Rabbi ofVienna) were
not as di¡erent in their approaches to religious reform as they are in Graetz’s
portrayalsçeither in his youthful or adult ones. Graetz was unkind to Salomon,
but there is something suspiciously personal in his rendering of the Hamburg
Reform leader. Mannheimer, whose Jewish learning was probably far inferior to
Graetz’s, and whose fealty to Jewish law left much unanswered, received (as we
will see) not only a warm embrace in Graetz’s diary but an empathic (although
admittedly pointed) accounting in theHistory.This is a discrepancy worth noting.

Towards Bernays the initial response of the young Graetz di¡eredmarkedly from
his later account in Volume 11. For Salomon, Graetz never sought to ¢nd any
redeeming qualities, bordering inVolume 11 on the cruel. In Bernays, Graetz the
student judged the world through the eye of the ideological struggle being waged
by Hirsch and his fellow neo-Orthodox rabbis against the spreading ideas of the
Reform. Bernays was simply not dedicated enough to the battle. In regard to
Solomon, Graetz’s youthful and elder accounts sing the same tune: he simply did
not think Salomonwas very bright.

A DAM AGAINST THE FLOOD OF MODERNITY: AKIBA EGER’S
MEMORY IN THE HIRSCH HOUSEHOLD

A little under two years before Graetz’s trip to Hamburg, Akiba Eger (1761^1837),
the father-in-law of Moses Sofer (1763^1839), passed away.38 Eger was a vociferous
and outspoken proponent of strict Orthodoxy, ruling against religious moderation
and the spreading trend of taking time fromTorah study to spend in the pursuit of
secular knowledge. Born in Eisenstadt in the Habsburg Empire, Eger became the
Chief Rabbi of Posen (Poznan¤ ) in 1815, where he spent the remainder of his life,
during which time he contributed to the various controversies surrounding the
birth and growth of Reform communities in the German lands. (He was an
especially vociferous contributor to the debates around the creation of the
Hamburg ReformTemple in1818.)39

From the entries in his diary we get a sense of where the young Graetz stood in
relation to the various tumults sweeping the German-Jewish world, and they not
only put into context both his outright hostility towards Salomon and his tepid,

38On Eger, see: G. Halevi,
_
Hoten ish ha-elo

_
kim, Jerusalem 2007 (Hebrew); Jacob H. Sinason,The Gaon of

Posen: A Portrait of Rabbi Akiva Guens-Eger, Jerusalem 1991; Andrej Simcha Neuschloss, Rabbi Akiba
Eger: His Life andTimes, Dropsie College (dissertation); A. Ovadia, Rabi Akiba Eger, Jerusalem 1938
(Hebrew); Leopold Wreschner, Rabbi Akiba Eger: eine volkstu« mliche Biographie, Frankfurt a/M 1913;
idem, Rabbi Akiba Eger: der letzte Gaon in Deutschland: ein kulturhistorisches Zeitbild, Frankfurt a/M 1906;
idem, Rabbi Akiba Egers Leben und Wirken, Frankurt a/M 1904; and M. Ehrenteil, Rabbi Akiba Eger:
Landsrabbiner in Posen, Pest 1867.

39See: Judith Bleich, ‘Rabbi Akiva Eger and the Nascent Reform Movement’, in Proceedings of theWorld
Congress of Jewish Studies, 9 (1986), pp. 1^8; Adam S. Ferziger, Exclusion and Hierarchy: Orthodoxy,
Nonobservance, and the Emergence of Modern Jewish Identity, Philadelphia 2005, pp. 77^83; and Jacob H.
Sinason, Gaon of Posen: A Portrait of Rabbi Akiva Guens-Eger, Jerusalem 1990.
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rather harshwords for Bernays, but also his lifelong empathy for the hardline stance
taken by Eger. At the time of Eger’s death Graetz was living with Hirsch in
Oldenberg, studying and acting as Hirsch’s private secretary, preparing either for a
return to university or some activist position in the defense of Orthodox Judaism.
On the news of Eger’s death, Graetz wrote: ‘Posner Rav is dead. I expect a great
e¡ect on Hirsch.’40 Two months later, re£ecting on the lasting implications of
Eger’s life, Graetz’s words turned more visceralçand meteorological.‘Posner Rav
has passed to another world. He was a dam, preventing the mighty current of
modernity from £ooding the land in which the greatest plantation of Judaism
everywhere is cultivated; [a dam] so that the current might not advance and
absorb it into its dreadful riverbed.’41

Samson Raphael Hirsch was a devoted disciple of Akiba Eger, and it is not
surprising that these words were written while living under Hirsch’s roof. Hirsch
was born in 1808 in Hamburg and had a long familial attachment to that city and
its religious institutions. His grandfather founded the Talmud Torah, and Hirsch
was trained in bothTalmudic and secular knowledge by the likes of Bernays and
Jacob Ettlinger (1798^1871)çthe latter, like Bernays, educated in secular subjects
but devoted to the maintenance of tradition Jewish religious practice and belief.
Though Hirsch is today often remembered as a key intellectual force behind the
creation of neo-Orthodoxy, he studied secular subjects at the University of Bonn
(languages, philosophy, history) and adopted many outward trends in
modernization (e.g. shaving; synagogue choirs; an emphasis on the study of
Tanakh). Hirsch, while never a direct student of Eger’s, adopted many of Eger’s
interpretive stances, though not all of his personal (i.e., anti-secularist) habits.
Still, following Eger’s lead, Hirsch drew the line on modernization in two
important places: at historical-critical readings of Jewish classical texts (especially
the Bible) and at halakhic leniency.The communities Hirsch led in Oldenburg and
Frankfurt am Main became exemplars of the attempt to meld a modernized
outward appearance with traditional halakhic practices and interpretations.42

40 ‘Posner Raw [Akiva Eger] todt, von welchem ich einen gro« !eren Wirkungskreis fu« r [Hirsch]
erwartete.’ Graetz,Tagebuch, p. 56.

41 ‘Posner Rav ist in eine andreWelt hinu« bergegangen. Dieser war ein gro!er Damm, da! der Strom
der Neuzeit, der allzu gewaltig rauschende, nicht auch das Land u« berschwemme, in welchem die
gro« !te P£anzung des Judenthums u« berall angebaut ist, andra« nge und in sein furchtbares Bett
aufnehme.’ Ibid., p. 57.

42For introductions to Hirsch’s life, works, and in£uence, see: Mordechai Breuer, ModernityWithinTradition:
The Social History of OrthodoxJewry in Imperial Germany, NewYork 1992; Ephraim Chamiel,The MiddleWay:
The Emergence of Modern ReligiousTrends in Nineteenth-CenturyJudaism: Responses to Modernity in the Philosophy of
Z.H. Chajes, S.R. Hirsch, and S.D. Luzzatto, Brighton 2014; Isidor Grunfeld,Three Generations:The In£uence of
Samson Raphael Hirsch on Jewish Life and Thought, London 1958; Eliyahu Meir Klugman, Rabbi Samson
Raphael Hirsch: Architect of Torah Judaism for the Modern World, Brooklyn 1998; Robert Liberles, Religious
Con£ict in Social Context:The Resurgence of Orthodox Judaism in Frankfurt am Main, 1838^1877, Westport 1985;
Michael Lawrence Miller, Rabbis and Revolution: The Jews of Moravia in the Age of Emancipation, Stanford
2011; Noah Rosenbloom, Tradition in an Age of Reform: The Religious Philosophy of Samson Raphael Hirsch,
Philadelphia 1976; and Roland Tasch, Samson Raphael Hirsch: Ju« dische Erfahrungswelten im Historischen
Kontext, Berlin 2011.
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It is probably not toomelodramatic to say that the sensations Graetz describes on
the death of Egerçof drowning, or being overrun by the tides of modernityçwere
as much descriptions of Hirsch’s feelings as they were of Graetz’s own. Despite
having spent some years studying at the University of Bonn, Hirsch distinguished
himself in 1836 with the composition of a small book entitled Neunzehn Briefe u« ber
Judenthum (‘Nineteen Letters on Judaism’), a defense of traditional religion and its
laws and rituals in the form of epistles to a young boy. In the book, Hirsch argued
that modern knowledge was and always would remain secondary toTorah. (This is
what Hirsch also aimed to prove in Horeb [1837] and his Commentary on the Pentateuch
[1867^1878]). For these and other reasons, Eger’s was a seminal intellectual
presence in the Hirsch household, one that Graetz would certainly have imbibed.
InVolume 11, even after having moved much further to the left than either Hirsch
or Eger would have respected, Graetz wrote lovingly of Eger: ‘Akiba Eger, owing to
his astonishingly ingenious mind and high virtuesçamong which modesty was
preeminentçenjoyed almost divine reverence from the thousands of disciples who
came from his academies in Friedland and Posen.’43

RABBIS OF GRACIOUS HUMOUR AND GOOD SPIRIT: MEETINGS
WITH SOLOMON JUDAH LEIB RAPOPORTAND ISAAC NOAH

MANNHEIMER

Bernays, Salomon, and Eger were not the only rabbis whom the young Graetz
encountered (either in personal travels or through the teachings and reminiscences
of Hirsch) and later included in the History.Two other men, Solomon Judah Leib
Rapoport (1786^1867) and Isaac Noah Mannheimer (1793^1865), feature
prominently inVolume11, and both receive interesting and, on the whole, generous
assessments. Born in the Habsburg city of Lemberg (today Lviv in Ukraine),
Rapoport was a scholar-businessman until 1837, when he was appointed rabbi of
Brody.44 Three years later he became rabbi in Prague, and it was in the Bohemian
capital that he left his greatest mark on central European Judaism. In Prague,
Rapoport encouraged his yeshiva students to attend classes at the university, where
they could learn modern languages, science, and history. Rapoport did not,
however, change the standard of education at the yeshiva; his students were simply
expected to learn more. His leadership of the yeshiva; his melding of traditional

43Graetz, History, vol.V, p. 567 (vol. XI, p. 419).
44On Rapoport, see Isaac Barzilay, ‘The Scholarly Contribution of Shelomo Judah Leib Rapoport
(Shir), 1790^1867’, in Proceedings of American Academy for Jewish Research, 35 (1967), pp. 1^41; idem,
ShlomoYehudah Rapoport ‘Shir’ (1790^1867) and His Contemporaries: Some Aspects of Jewish Scholarship of the
Nineteenth Century, Ramat-Gan 1969; Samuel Pitlik, ‘S.L. Rapoport’s Historical Method’, in Jewish
Quarterly Review, 31, no. 2 (1940), pp. 124^139; and AaronTsebi Hirsch Kurla« nder, S.L. Rapoport: eine
biogra¢sche Studie, Pest 1868.
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Talmudic study with an openness to a shifting non-Jewish intellectual landscape;
and his deep knowledge were all widely heralded.45

Not until Graetz was living in Berlin does he appear to have interacted personally
with Rapoport. In March1853, Graetz spent a Sabbath in Prague, writing,‘[. . .] in
Prague, where I had an interesting encounter with Rapoport’.46 That ‘interesting
encounter’ led to an exchange of letters in which the young Graetz asked questions
and humbled himself before the great scholar.47 In hisHistory, Graetz expressed the
same sentiment as he did in his diary and letters, honouring Rapoport’s kindness
and extolling his learning.‘Of a gentle nature, which won for him all hearts, having
a fund of genial humor, and of a sociable disposition, Rapoport was a well-beloved
and attractive person in every circle. These qualities softened the severity of his
astonishing learning.’48

Graetz’s Sabbath in Prague representedamoment in the youngman’s lifewhen he
was searching for intellectual mentors and an ideological anchor. By the 1850s,
Graetz had quite consciously moved away from Hirsch’s strong neo-Orthodoxy,
but had not yet landed (as he would later in that decade) in Frankel’s camp of
‘Tradition und Wissenschaft’. Graetz’s time in Prague came just before his two
meetings with another in£uential central European communal leader, whose
version of traditionalismwas perhaps farther to the left than Graetz himself would
ever go, but whose generosity of spirit proved immensely gratifying, and whose
kindness was long remembered.

Isaac Noah Mannheimer had been Rabbi of Vienna for nearly three decades
when Graetz met him in October 1850.49 Born and educated in Copenhagen,
Mannheimer was hired by the small Jewish community in the Habsburg capital in
1821.While inVienna, Mannheimer created a new liturgical practice (the ‘Vienna
Rite’) for the community, a religious innovation that brought traditionalists and
reformers into some semblance of conditional unity. A gifted orator and practical
politician, Mannheimer succeeded in keeping the Viennese community together
across many decades, while factionalism was dividing Jews elsewhere in German-
speaking Europe.

Graetz records twomeetings withMannheimer in his diary. At the ¢rst (October
1850), Graetz had still not attained a permanent teaching post, though he had just
taken a position in the town of Lundenburg in south Moravia. By then a decade

45See Adolf Jellinek, ‘Erinnerungen an den verewigten Oberrabb. S. J. Rappaport’, in Die Neuzeit,
46 (1867), pp. 531^533; and Kurla« nder.

46 ‘U« ber ?bt in Prag, wo ich mit Rappoport ein interessantes Begegnis hatte.’ Graetz,Tagebuch, p. 204.
47 Ibid., pp. 227^228.
48Graetz, History, vol.V, p. 610 (vol. XI, p. 486).
49On Mannheimer, see Marsha L. Rozenblit, ‘Jewish Identity and the Modern Rabbi: The Cases of
Isak Noa Mannheimer, Adolf Jellinek, and Moritz Gu« demann in Nineteenth-Century Vienna’, in
LBI Year Book, vol. 35 (1990), pp. 103^31; Robert S. Wistrich, The Jews of Vienna in the Age of Franz
Joseph, Oxford 1989, pp. 98^106; Michael A. Meyer, Response to Modernity: A History of the Reform
Movement in Judaism, New York 1988, pp. 144^151; Kurt Schubert (ed.), Der Wiener Stadttempel 1826^
1976, Eisenstadt 1978; Moses Rosenmann, Isak Noa Mannheimer: Sein Leben undWirken,Vienna 1922.
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out from his life with Hirsch, Graetz was beginning to espouse views of Jewish
modernism in accord with those held by Zacharias Frankel, then living in Dresden
as Rabbi of Saxony.50 Already a recognized scholar in the small world of
Wissenschaft des Judentums, Graetz was also a new husband. (Graetz and Marie
Monasch had married just before this trip toVienna.) In his diary, Graetz recorded
both his wife’s impressions of the imperial capital and the kindness shown to them
by the city’s rabbi.‘I was delighted by the great impression which [Marie] received
from this world-city, and by Mannheimer’s friendly welcome.’51 At the second
meeting, four years later (June1854), Graetz was just leaving a teaching position in
Berlin and on his way to take up a post at the newly formed Jewish Theological
Seminary of Breslau. (The school opened in August 1854.) ‘Then I spent three days
inVienna [. . .] spending pleasant hours with Mannheimer, who is still the old one,
garrulous, lamenting, whiney, but always interesting.’52

Just as he ultimately did with Bernays, Graetz imbued his account of
Mannheimer in the History with a heavy dose of empathy. Mannheimer may have
had his faults, but Graetz enjoyed talking with him and that is what made an
impact. In fact, inVolume 11, Graetz appeared to have found in Mannheimer the
perfect emblem of the modernJew:

[Mannheimer] may justly be considered the incarnation of Jewish re¢nementçevery
inch a man. In him the essential elements of peculiarly Jewish culture were
harmoniously combined with the attractive forms of European civilization; indeed, in
every respect his was a perfectly molded nature. Gifted with genial humor and wit,
enthusiasm and discretion, leading an ideal life, and possessing a sure practical instinct,
endowed with poetic talents and sober thought, with childlike tenderness and cutting
satire, great eloquence and earnest vigor, deep love of Judaism and delight in modern
ideasçhe combined these varied characteristics in the happiest manner.53

On the next page, words that in other contexts and towards other personages might
be used as a cudgel Graetz padded with forgiveness, writing as if one de¢cit
actually hid two virtues: ‘Mannheimer did not possess original ideas or deep
knowledge of Jewish literature; but he was powerfully swayed by his own
convictions, which he cherished and disseminated, not hiding them away as buried
treasures.’54

50See Andreas Bra« mer, Rabbiner Zacharias Frankel:Wissenschaft desJudentums und konservative Reform im 19.
Jahrhundert, Hildesheim 2000.

51 ‘Mich freute da der gro!artige Eindruck, den [Marie] von dieser Weltstadt emp¢ng, u.
Mannheimers freundschaftliches Entgegenkommen.’ Graetz,Tagebuch, p. 202.

52 ‘Darauf brachte ich . . . drei Tage in Wien zu, verlebte angenehme Stunden mit Mannheimer, der
noch immer der alte ist, geschwa« tzig, zuthulich, klagsu« chtich, aber immer interessant.’ Ibid., p. 209.

53He goes on to say: ‘These brilliant qualities, together with his nobility of soul and disinterestedness,
devotion to his convictions, and conscientiousness in all o⁄cial duties, his delicacy of feeling, tact,
aversion to vulgarity and forbearance with the vulgarçswiftly captivated all hearts, attracted the
noble-minded, and even ¢lled the unworthy with respect, and thus lightened his labors.’ Graetz,
History, vol.V, p. 578 (vol. XI, p. 433).

54Ibid., p. 579 (vol. XI, p. 434).
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What can explain such praise for Mannheimer other than Graetz’s earlier
experiences and the kindness shown him by the elder rabbi? Graetz had come
under Mannheimer’s spell at an early age, drawn to the man’s charisma, perhaps
both envious and enraptured by his Danish, cosmopolitan sophistication
(especially when juxtaposed with his own deeply provincial origins). Graetz had
few kind words in the History for the Vienna of Metternich and Francis I. But he
had much praise for Mannheimer, who, if we are to speak plainly, represented
little by way of Judaism that either the younger or elder Graetz valued most in a
religious leader. Mannheimer’s Jewish education was weak; his community was
composed of wealthy families more interested in the social life of the imperial
capital than the study hall; he was lax in his imposition of or adherence to
traditional religious law.Yet something about the man entranced Graetz. And all
those years later, few personages are rewarded in the History with as kindly,
elegant, and melli£uous prose as is Mannheimer.

THE PSALMIST’S SOUL: MICHAEL SACHS ASMENTOR
AND SCHOLAR

One of the handful of other leading German Jews to receive a truly glowing
posthumous valediction in Volume 11 was Michael Sachs (1808^1864).55 Born in
Glogau (Glogo¤ w) in Prussian Silesia, Sachs took his doctorate at the University of
Berlin in 1836. After four years as a preacher in Prague, he returned to Berlin in
1840, at ¢rst presiding over the community, but when too many members pushed
for more reforms, he resigned and ended his days as a private scholar. Ismar
Schorsch has commented that ‘[f]rom the fragmentary evidence that remains it
would appear that Sachs exerted a formative in£uence on his younger colleague’.56

And there is certainly much support for this inVolume 11; Graetz devoted almost
half a dozen pages to extolling Sachs’s personal virtues, intellectual depth, and
religious conviction. In the History, Graetz praised Sachs not only as holding out
against Graetz’s own enemy, Samuel Holdheim (1806^1860) and his BerlinTemple,
but as a poet, a voice on behalf of the entire Jewish Middle Ages, the man who
single-handedly reminded German Jewry of their indebtedness to and love of
Jewish literature and art:

Owing to his peculiar nature, and the twofold in£uence exercised upon his mind by
Hebrew and Greek literature, Sachs became an ideal personality [. . .] who could
£ourish only upon the clear heights of existence, and felt physical disgust at everything
of a mean character.There was no equivocation in him; feeling, thought, and action all
£owed from one source [. . .] Noble-minded and self-sacri¢cing to a fault, humble

55 On Sachs, see Margit Schad, Rabbiner Michael Sachs: Judentum als ho« here Lebensanschauung, Hildesheim
2007; Franz D. Lucas and Heike Frank, Michael Sachsçder konservative Mittelweg: Leben und Werk des
Berliner Rabbiners zur Zeit der Emanzipation, Tu« bingen 1992; and Eliyahu Meir Klugman, Rabbi Samson
Raphael Hirsch: Architect ofTorahJudaism for the ModernWorld, Brooklyn 1998.

56From Schorsch’s introduction to Graetz, Structure, p. 49.
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before God and before man as bearing the impress of the Divine, Sachs was repellent to
all who in religion, art, science, or public life use counterfeit coin, and conceal their
own self-seeking petty interests under the veil of a general, large purpose.57

Just as Mannheimer was upheld as the personi¢cation of Jewish cosmopolitanism,
Sachs was portrayed as the custodian of Jewish dignity, who used his life to remind
the world that a thousand years before, when Europe was bent under the yoke of
an unenlightened Catholic Church, the Jews had been writing some of history’s
greatest romantic and liturgical poems.

Graetz’s youthful experiences with Sachs, however, tell a more nuanced tale.
Sachs was an early supporter of Graetz, as Graetz noted in his diary in January
1845, just before receiving his doctorate at Jena.‘Dr. Sachs, hero of the day, [and]
one of the people who make a very ¢ne impression, wrote me a very
complimentary letter.’58 Less than a year later, in the autumn of 1845, feeling
unlucky in his attempts to secure a permanent position and nervous about his
intellectual standing, Graetz turned to Sachs as a model for how to persevere in
such times.‘O, I am so unlucky that the judgement is precisely on this side, [and to
get through] it includes skill and self-con¢dence, such as Sachs has, or con¢dent
foolishness, like [Levy], or [just] impudence.’59 Yet the next year (September 1846)
Graetz’s words were less kindly. His diary records that both Sachs and Rapoport
had refused to support him when he sought employment with Frankel in Dresden.
At the age of twenty-nine Graetz was clearly frustrated, and likely confused about
why two of the men whom he had long admired, and whose integrity he respected,
refused to put themselves out for himwhen he was so clearly struggling.60

The lack of support in 1846 did not, however, dissuade Graetz from seeking
greater mentorship from Sachs. Having moved to Berlin in 1852 to teach, Graetz’s
relationship with Sachs only grew closer. For Graetz’s two-year stay in Berlin
(he left for Breslau in 1854) he lived as Sachs’s tenant. Yet such close
accommodations did not prevent Graetz from seeing Sachs’s political calculations,
or in recognizing and vocalizing his disagreements with his mentor. In late March
1853 Graetz accompanied Sachs from Berlin to Dresden to attend a rabbinical
conference. The conversation in the capital of Saxony revolved around the
question of what sort of classes would be o¡ered at a new rabbinical college, and
whether a more formal seminary should be established. At this point, with Graetz

57Graetz, History, vol.V, p. 688 (vol. XI, pp. 572^573).
58 ‘Dr. Sachs, der Tagesheld, der zu den Personen geho« rt, die einen symbolischen Eindruck machen,
schreibt mir einen sehr komplaisanten feinen Brief.’ Graetz,Tagebuch, p. 139.

59 ‘. . . o ich bin sehr unglu« cklich, da! sich das Volksurtheil gerade auf diese Seite hinwirft, es geho« rt
dazu Fertigkeit u. Selbstvertrauen, wie sie etwa Sachs hat, oder zuversichtliche Narrheit wie [Levy],
oder Frechheit.’ Ibid., p. 153.

60 ‘Ich machte eine Reise zur [Rabbiner Versammlung], machte mir fu« rs Allgemeine des Judenthums,
sowie fu« r meine Zukunft speziell Ho¡nungen, nahm Abschied von den Meinigen, machte Kosten,
u. wie ich herkomme, ¢nde ich die ganze Geschichte Lari fari! Feigheit, A« ngstlichkeit u.
Sorglosigkeit von der einen, bo« serWille von der andern Seite lassen eine Sache scheitern, die zu den
scho« nsten Aussichten berechtigte. Sachs hat abgeschrieben, ebenso Rappoport; der nur aus Feigheit,
der andere aus U« bermuth. Nun triumphirt ihr Feinde!’ Ibid., p. 164.
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mainly as spectator, he recorded Sachs’s argument merely for a teacher’s college
without the formal infrastructure of a rabbinical seminary.‘[Sachs] was only for a
teachers’ seminar, and defended this point with much tenacity.’61Graetz, though an
admirer and pupil of Sachs, disagreed with his elder’s position: ‘On this occasion,
Sachs showed only self-interest, corresponding to his sophistry.’62 Graetz deeply
desired a permanent position at something like a modern seminary and Sachs was
standing in the way. In his diary, Graetz had the capacity to both acknowledge
Sachs’s spirit and intelligence as well as to disagree with himwholeheartedly.63

Indeed, the very next year the lure of a modern rabbinical seminary proved too
tempting for Graetz.64 Sachs was a communal rabbi, something Graetz knew he
had not the talent to become. And Graetz longed to teachçor, more probably, he
longed to become a university professor, and a rabbinical seminary would have to
prove the next best thing. So in 1854, when the new seminary opened in Breslau
under Frankel’s leadership, Graetz moved again, this time for good.Though he left
Sachs and his tutelage, Graetz’s fondness for the man never waned, and was
memorialized in theHistory. Sachs, Graetz wrote, was a‘preacher with the Psalmist
soul and prophetic speech’.65

THE CONSUMMATE RIVAL: A LIFELONG STRUGGLEWITH ISAAK
MARKUS JOST

The men we have heretofore encountered have all been communal rabbis. That is
not surprising. In the ¢rst half of the nineteenth century it was nearly impossible
for an educated Jew in German-speaking central Europe to support himself on
full-time scholarly work. Presiding over a community gave these men an income
and stability as well as a convenient audience for their ideas. From his early
twenties Graetz already knew that he was not destined for the communal
rabbinate. Increasingly, German rabbis were being called upon to give weekly
sermonsçsomething Graetz was not prepared to do. He considered journalism,
but the study of Jewish history was what truly compelled him. The problem was
that in the 1830s and 1840s there were so few permanent positions for a man like
Graetz. He was a professor without a university.

61 ‘[Sachs] war nur fu« r Lehrerseminar u. vertheidigte diesen Punkt mit vieler Hartna« ckigkeit.’ Ibid.,
p. 205.

62 ‘Bei der Gelegenheit hat [Sachs] ein Eigennutz gezeigt, der nur seinem Sophismus gleich kommt.’
Ibid., p. 205^206.

63For a detailed discussion of both Jewish rabbinical seminaries in Germany and the Breslau seminary
in particular, see Carsten Wilke, ‘Den Talmud und den Kant’: Rabbinerausbildung an der Schwelle zur
Moderne, Hildesheim 2003.

64On the formation of the Breslau seminary, see Moshe Carmilly-Weinberger, ‘The Similarities and
Relationship Between the Ju« disch-Theologisches Seminar (Breslau) and the Rabbinical Seminary
(Budapest)’, in LBI Year Book, vol. 44 (1999), pp. 3^22; and Andreas Bra« mer, Leistung und
Gegenleistung: Zur Geschichte ju« discher Religions- und Elementarlehrer in Preu!en 1823/24 bis 1872, Go« ttingen
2006, pp. 203^209.

65Graetz, History, vol. 5, p. 555 (vol. XI, p. 404).
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One man in the ¢rst half of the nineteenth century had managed to scrape by on
just such a private scholar’s life, and it is perhaps in some part for this very
reasonçthe symbolic symmetry of it allçthat Graetz held out an enduring
disdain for thatJew from Bernburg. Isaak MarkusJost (1793^1860) was not like the
rabbis scattered across the pages of Graetz’s diary.66 Rejecting a career in the
pulpit, Jost became a school teacher, believing that modern Judaism would be
formed in childhood classrooms and history books, not in religious services.67

Between 1820 and 1828, Jost published a nine-volume work entitled Geschichte der
Israeliten Seit der Zeit der Makkaba« er bis auf UnsereTage (‘History of Israel from the
Time of the Maccabees to Our Day’).68 In the 1830s, mid-1840s, and late 1850s, Jost
published more volumes of Jewish history, each a little di¡erent from that
preceding it, all with the express purpose of creating a rationalist view of the
Jewish past.69 Though he was not ideologically opposed to rabbinic Judaism, Jost’s
histories had the tendency to question the authority of the rabbis to make religious
or legal innovations, and could therefore be read as implying ulterior motives on
the part of many of the religion’s vaunted Talmudic-era leaders. As SaloW. Baron
writes: ‘In general [. . .][Jost] resigns himself to the facts of history without
assuming the right to judge. He tries to be impartial even about rabbinism, which
he does not like, and about primitive Christianity, of which he speaks with a
certain degree of sympathy, rather objectionable to many of hisJewish readers.’70

Graetz did not likeJost’s books. In fact, it sometimes seemed that Graetz did not
like Jost the man either. Repeatedly, Graetz attacked Jost on religious, ideological,
and intellectual grounds. In early spring 1839, while living in Oldenburg with
Hirsch (and soon after the publication of Hirsch’s Horeb), Graetz recorded a
disagreement with the localJewish teachers overJost, and especiallyJost’s review of
Hirsch’s new book.71 Later that year, Graetz wrote his own review of Jost’s History,
noting in his diary: ‘Today I sent something back to Philippson: reviews against

66OnJost, see Asaf Yedidya,‘Between Reform and Apologetics: The Public Letter by Isaak Markus Jost
on ‘‘Love Your Neighbor’’ and Rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalischer’s Response’, in Zutot: Perspectives onJewish
Culture, vol. 10 (2013), pp. 29^40; Michael Graetz, Anfa« nge der modernen ju« dischen Geschichtsschreibung,
Wolfenbu« ttel 1985; Reuven Michael, Y.M. Yos

_
t, avi ha-his

_
toryografyah ha-Yehudit ha-modernit, Jerusalem

1983 (Hebrew); Jonathan N. Cohen, De historicus I. M. Jost (1793^1860) in de Duitse geschiedtraditie,
Assen 1982; Nahum N. Glatzer, ‘On an Unpublished Letter of Isaak Markus Jost’, in LBI Year Book,
vol. 22 (1977), pp. 129^137; and Heinrich Zirndorf, Isaak Markus Jost und seine Freunde: ein Beitrag zur
Kulturgeschichte der Gegenwart, Leipzig 1886.

67As SaloW. Baron has noted, Jost’s personal life was an unusually quiet one, especially considering the
times in which he lived. See S. Baron, ‘I. M. Jost the Historian’, in Proceedings of the American Academy
forJewish Research, 1 (1928^30), pp. 7^32.

68Baron has called this work ‘the beginning of modern Jewish historiography’. Jost did not receive the
recognition he was owed in his lifetime, Baron went on, but later historians should not deny him
‘his true place in the history of Jewish historiography’. Idem, History andJewish Historians, pp. 241^242.

69For a biography and an assessment of his intellectual achievements, see Reuven Michael, ‘I. M. Jost
und seinWerk’, in Bulletin des Leo Baeck Instituts, 12 (1960), pp. 239^258.

70Baron, History and Jewish Historians, p. 251.
71 ‘Ich sprach mit Wa« rme von seinem Schooskindeçder Fakulta« tçmit Bitterkeit von Jost, mit dem er
u« berworfen istçund schmeichelhaft von ihm. Ob das Kuriren wird? Ich konnte das urit me [Ed:
‘Das mich a« rgert’.] der Injurien in Jost Rezension des brwj nicht mehr verknusen und mu!te wohl
erwidern, es gehe wie es wolle.’ Graetz,Tagebuch, pp. 68^69.
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Jost’sHistory. [Jost] has shot huge bucks, and these are now to be hunted. I wonder if
[Philippson will] take it? It [would mean] very much to me.’72 Still in his early
twenties, Graetz was already critical of Jost’s work. While there is no hint yet of
Graetz’s own plans to write a history of theJews to replaceJost’s, we can sense in the
language here that, of all the intellectual controversies Graetz found himself in,
this one was the top prize. Even the wording of the diary entry focused on
competition: ‘Der hat gewaltige Bo« cke geschossen’ (Jost has shot huge bucks). The
hunting metaphor could not be more apt.Writing the great history of theJews was
an intellectual prize; the fourteen-point head on the wall, the accomplishment that
could make a name and a career. This was something Graetz recognized, and
throughout his life he seemed almost to hold it personally against Jost that a mere
schoolteacher had attempted the task ¢rst.

At this point, in the early diary, the stated reason for Graetz’s criticism appeared
to be Jost’s insu⁄cient sympathy towards the rabbinic tradition. Later, Graetz
conjured additional lines of argument against Jost: that Jost lacked the requisite
historical sources to tackle his theme, or that Jost’s methodology was insu⁄ciently
rigorous to be measured against the newest scholarship. In a letter to Moses Hess
(1812^1875) from December 1864, Graetz wrote: ‘I am not so modest as not to
realize that my history is much better that Jost’s, which is really none at all. But
I know best of all what de¢ciencies in material, treatment, organization, style
attend my work. However, I can’t help it. I am paving the way for a better work.’73

In these sentiments we can see the bifurcation Graetz was making between his
own History and that of Jost’s: Graetz’s work was participating in the advancement
and innovation of modern scholarship; Jost was merely a party hack, projecting
Reform ideology onto the past, and (maybe even worse), without the primary
sources to even do that task well.

In many ways, Baron would later agree with Graetz’s conclusions. In a critical
(but ultimately supportive) reassessment of the importance of Jost’s works in the
history of Jewish scholarship, Baron did not shy away from noting that Jost’s most
lasting contribution was mainly in his very attempt to write a grand history of the
Jews; that it was the precedent more than the outcome that deserved respect.
Baron, like Graetz, remained unimpressed with Jost both methodologically and
intellectually, writing that Jost was limited not only by his era but also by his
personal character:

Jost’s peculiar position as the real founder of Jewish history imposed upon him the
performance of the functions achieved for the world at large both by the
Enlightenment and by the historiography of the nineteenth century. Like the

72 ‘Heute habe ich wieder etwas dem Philippson abgeschickt. Kritiken gegen Josts Geschichte. Der hat
gewaltige Bo« cke geschossen, und diese sollen nun auf die Jagd getrieben werden. Ob ers wohl
aufnimmt? Es liegt mir sehr viel daran.’ Ibid., p. 73.

73 ‘Ich bin nicht zu bescheiden, um nicht zu wissen, da! meine Geschichte viel besser als Josts istçdie
eigentlich gar nichts istçaber ich wei! es am besten, welche Ma« ngel im Material, Behandlung,
Gruppirung, Styl meiner Geschichte anhaften. Allein ich kann nichts a« ndern. Ich arbeite eben
einer besseren Arbeit vor.’ Ibid., pp. 249^250.
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Enlightenment, he had to destroy traditional forces by rational criticism; like
Romanticism, he had to refashion those scattered fragments into a new comprehensive
structure. If he had been a much greater man, he would have been able to utilize those
complex forces for the accomplishment of a unique achievement in the evolution of
human historical writing. As he was little more than a ¢ne schoolteacher, a man with
much common sense but with little vision, with solidity and reliability rather than with
real creative genius, he remained between the two. Instead of becoming a source of
strength and of creative reconciliation, this double task and this position between the
two periods resulted in a series of contradictions and hesitations, in weakness and
sometimes even in confusion.74

It seems likely that Graetz, almost a quarter-century younger than Jost and
educated in the Enlightenment-based German university system, saw these
limitations in Jost’s History right away. The work that Graetz would go on to do,
especially outside of his own History, relied on sophisticated modern philological
and critical methodologies.75 These were not intellectual tools with which Jost had
any training.Therefore, we might summarize Graetz’s intellectual antipathy toJost
as, on the one side, stemming from Graetz’s more recent university experience,
and, on the other, from his ideological stance against any sort of Reform-in£uenced
version of Jewish history.

Yet there is a third side to Graetz’s dislike of Jost and his work, and this might best
be classi¢ed as a form of historians’ sibling rivalry. In his diary, Graetz expressed
sentiments, however petty, that he clung to throughout his life, and which a¡ected
his description of Jost’s cultural contributions to Jewish historical scholarship in
Volume 11. Graetz’s analysis of Jost formed something of a rhetorical slide, starting
high and going low. Beginning on what appeared to be a rather kindly and
conciliatory note, an homage from one historian to another, it then quickly
degenerated into an attack on Jost’s political allegiances and intellectual
shortcomings. By the end, Graetz desired the reader to understand that Jost’s
failing had less to do with the craft of history than with Jost’s particular (and
wrong) idea about the story of Judaism itself:

Jewish history assumed abetter form in the hands of [Jost]. He had greater courage than
a more gifted contemporary, and although not possessed of su⁄cient resources he
undertook the gigantic task, and he deserves credit for having pointed out a way
through the vast labyrinth [. . .] He cannot be reproached for utilizing the sources of
history without having investigated them; his generation was not endowed with the
faculty of carefully testing historical evidences [. . .] But the main objection to Jost’s
narrative cannot be disregarded, seeing that even in his old age, and in spite of
instructive criticism, he stubbornly pursued his method [. . .][Jost] denied all miracles,
not only those involving changes in the laws of nature, but also such as are brought
about through inspiration and steady endurance, the miracles of history, arising out of
the peculiar combination of circumstances, blow following on blow, reaction on action.
He saw in history only an accumulation of contingencies subject to no law. Therefore

74Baron, History andJewish Historians, pp. 243^244. Nevertheless, Baron condemns Graetz’s portrayal of
Jost, writing: ‘Notwithstanding everything said against [Jost’s] purposes by Graetz in his moralizing
manner. . .’ Ibid., p. 259.

75This is especially true of Graetz’s philologically and culturally astute biblical commentaries.
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theJews were not to be considered the sons of the Israelites, nor the rabbis the successors
of the Prophets nor theTalmud the outcome of the Bible, otherwise the intervention of
[historical] miracles had to be conceded.76

We can account for some of Graetz’s unwavering opposition to Jost by noting
Graetz’s refusal to accept the fundamental tenets of Reform historical ideology;
namely, that exile after 70 CE drove Judaism to lock itself inside the tower of the
Talmudic castle.77 For Graetz, the Talmud was one more example of an already
abundant Jewish spirit, a miracle ‘brought about through inspiration and steady
endurance’ (‘sonder auch die Wunder, welche durch Begeisterung und za« he Ausdauer
vollbracht’), one more way of addressing the various pressures of an often cruel and
incomprehensible world. Already in the early diary entries Graetz was sure that an
attack on the Talmud was an attack on the fecundity and imaginative capacity of
Judaism itself, and amounted to an acceptance of the Christian critique that
Judaism after the SecondTemple was moribund, incapable of creativity, clinging to
a prophetic past that has long since abandoned it.78 (This view also explains
Graetz’s kind words for Michael Sachs, whose translation of medieval Spanish
Jewish poetry brought a lost period of Jewish creativity into public view.) InJost (as
in all Reform: recall Graetz’s description of the Hamburg Temple as a ‘quite un-
Jewish [. . .] ensemble of worship’) Graetz worried that the Christians would ¢nd
the ultimate dagger into the heart of Judaismçnamely, that contemporary Jewry
was not part of ancient Israel. (This is also why the idea of Ashkenazic Jewry’s
descent from converted Khazars was a favourite among nineteenth-century
antisemites.) If, as Graetz interpretedJost as believing, the historical developments
of the Hasmoneans, the Mishna, theTalmud, and medievalJewish culture were all
separate religious incarnations, not historical ‘miracles’of steady inspiration, then
contemporary German Jewry could not trace its roots to the Bible and was
therefore undeserving of honour as an ancient, wisdom-¢lled nation. This
conclusion was something Graetz simply could not abide. The point of his eleven-
volume narrative was to show the importance of theJews in world history; anyone
who said that the various moments in Jewish history were disconnected fragments
was an ideological and political enemy.79

Nevertheless, ideological di¡erences cannot fully account for Graetz’s lifelong
dislike of Jost. Noteworthy in Graetz’s discussion of Jost inVolume 11 is the absence
of any mention of Jost’s many other writings, or of Jost’s overall contribution to the
promotion of Wissenschaft desJudentums, something for which Graetz should have
been deeply grateful (especially seeing as Jost was part of the editorial board that

76Graetz, History, vol. 5, pp. 594¡ (vol. XI, pp. 454¡).
77This running ideological disagreement is much of the reason Graetz began writing his History with
Volume 4, entitled Die Geschichte der Juden vom Untergang des ju« dischen Staates bis zum Abschlu! des
Talmuds (Leipzig 1853), which covers the late SecondTemple period and codi¢cation of the Mishna.

78See Graetz, Structure, pp. 43^44.
79See accounts of Graetz’s arguments with Heinrich vonTreitschke (1834^1896), for example Brenner,
Prophets of the Past, pp. 54¡; and Schorsch, FromText to Context, pp. 292¡.
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had published his earlier volumes).80 An ideological di¡erence with Jost, even a
methodological one, is to some degree understandable. It is the animosity towards
Jost and his workçover the entirety of Graetz’s post-baccalaureate lifeçthat
remains striking.81 Volume 11 is only Graetz’s ¢nal instantiation of what had been
to some degree many decades spent distancing himself from the one man whose
career and work most resembled his own. As to psychology, the historian is at a loss
to speak.Yet the evidence of their relationship appears to suggest something more
than intellectual history can reveal.

Heinrich Graetz’sHistory of theJews is a truly remarkable set of books, not only for
its £uidity and approachability but for its breadth of learning, its critical eye, its
expansive, empathic, and detailed accounts of hundreds upon hundreds of events
in Jewish historyçand, ¢nally, for its personal voice: judgments and criticisms
alike. Graetz was very much a player in his own era, a judge who also submitted an
entry. As I noted in the opening pages, this article has been about reading the
History as politics and memoir, as a source for understanding both Graetz’s
personal evolution and the broader shifting cultural landscape of nineteenth-
century GermanJewry.

In some methodological remarks comparing Graetz and the German historian
Leopold von Ranke (1795^1886), SaloW. Baron commented (unexpectedly kindly)
on what he called Graetz’s ‘excessive subjectivity’. Baron wrote: ‘This subjectivity
[. . .] is a major weakness of Graetz the historian, but one of the strongest aspects of
Graetz the writer. In the midst of the di⁄cult struggle to establish a new science of
Judaism on ¢rm foundations, and to win for it the mind of a generation partly
estranged from the Jewish faith and culture, such subjectivity proved to be more
advantageous than harmful.’82 As we have seen, writing an accessible narrative of
Jewish history for widespread consumption was about far more than mere
popularity for Graetz. It was about staking a set of claims: sometimes in opposition
to a particular party (e.g. the Reform); sometimes positively, for a vision of Jewish

80Aside from many new and revised volumes of history, Jost’s numerous other works include: idem,Was
hat Herr Chiarini in Angelegenheiten der europa« ischenJuden geleistet?, Berlin 1830; idem, Mishnayot: shishah
sidre Mishna imTargum ashkenazi, vols. I^VI, Berlin 1832^36; idem,Theoretisch-praktisches Handbuch zum
Unterrichte in deutschen Styl, Belin 1835; idem, Deutsche Staaten, Berlin 1846; idem, Die Staaten und
La« nder ausser Deutschland, Berlin 1847; idem, Lehrbuch des Hochdeutschen Ausdrucks in Rede und Schrift,
Braunschweig 1852; idem, AdolphJellinek und die Kabbala: Ein Literatur-Bericht, Leipzig 1852; and idem,
Eine Familien-Megillah, Leipzig 1861.

81Georg Herliz roundly condemns Graetz for his unempathic and self-serving discussion of Jost in
Volume 11. ‘Altogether, I consider Jost’s contribution to the historiography of the Jews to be much
greater and more important than was formerly acknowledged. We may disregard the narrow-
minded and tendentious judgment by Graetz . . . Graetz did his predecessor a greater injustice than
he was to su¡er himself from the critics of his own work. Others have commented favorably on
Jost’s achievement but I value it even more highly than they, although I am not unaware of certain
defects inevitable in a work written in his time. I share with many others the opinion that Jost was
the ¢rst Jewish historian with a scienti¢c approach. Beyond that, I see in him a historian of
independent mind and integrity. . .’ Idem, ‘Three Jewish Historians: Isaak Markus Jost^Heinrich
Graetz^EugenTaeubler’, in LBI Year Book, vol. 9 (1964), pp. 69^90.

82Baron, History andJewish Historians, pp. 274^275. See also idem,‘Graetzens Geschichtsschreibung: Eine
methodologische Untersuchung,’ in Monatsschrift fu« r Geschichte undWissenschaft desJudentums, 62, no. 26
(1918), pp. 5^15.
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scholarship that, though still nascent, was as robust and source-driven as its non-
Jewish counterparts.While rightly criticized for its often uncharitable depictions of
foundingWissenschaft scholars and the early leaders of liberal German Judaism, in
surprising moments that can only be explained through Graetz’s early writings
and youthful experiences, Volume 11 held in high esteem values such as nobility
(Sachs), cosmopolitanism (Mannheimer), and humour (Rapoport), and wrote
them into the Jewish story. Modern Jewish life, Graetz came to see, was not just
su¡ering and scholarship, but was likewise exempli¢ed by educated and civilized
attitudes and beliefs. In a rapidly urbanizing, liberalizing, and fracturing Jewish
world, these virtues, perhaps as much as religious ¢delity or halakhic piety, were
the ones that would de¢ne the experience of the next generation of Jewish life in
Europe.

Finally, to understand the Jewish past we must gain a greater knowledge of the
people who gave us our stories of that past. Personal idiosyncrasies are decisive
factors in the construction of histories and chronicles. As we look deeper into
Graetz’s life, into his youthful viewpoints and his eventual writings, Volume 11
reveals two di¡erent but mutually compatible scholarly personae. First, it
represents a modest Bildungsroman, an intellectual coming of age. As a young man,
Graetz studied under, observed, and grappled with many of the leading thinkers
and rabbis whose ideas set GermanJudaism on its modernizing course. Menwhose
quotidian lives were not always brilliant or impressive (Bernays, Sachs) were, with
time, seen in the full complexity of their accomplishments. Others, whose initial
kindnesses the young Graetz seized upon, were treated generously even as their
endeavours were obscured by others (Rapoport, Mannheimer). Second, we see
within its pages the larger themes and con£icts of nineteenth-century German
Judaism. The identity of Jewish historical scholarship was truly being created in
those formative mid-century decades, and everyone involved knew it. Graetz’s
continued attacks on Jost, a decade after Jost’s death, reveal an intellectual rivalry
Graetz did not yet trust he had won. How could he have known that, at least for
the century or more following his death, his method would stand the test of timeç
would shoot the prize buck, so to speak? No one since Baron has attempted to write
a comprehensive history of the Jews. But someone still might. And it will continue
to be with the ghost of Graetz that that scholar will have to contend.

‘‘Garrulous, lamenting, whiney, but always interesting’’ 25
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